
SEAT COVER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PURCHASE  
of your new Premium Canvas Seat Covers! When installed correctly, MSA 4X4 seat covers will not 
move and will provide long lasting comfort and protection for your vehicle’s seats. To ensure you get 
a perfect fit, our seat covers are made extremely neat & tight. This means the fitting time may take a 
little longer.

Driver & passenger seats marked on the underside of seat cover   (236)

TOYOTA HILUX 
FRONT TWIN BUCKETS (AIRBAG SEATS)  

& CONSOLE COVER 
MODEL NO: HL59

1 Remove headrest.
2 At the bottom of the backrest is a flap that is attached underneath the seat base by an elastic  
 strap over plastic hooks. Release the elastic from the hooks and let the flap hang down.
3 Slip top part of cover over seat and pull down half way. Undo Velcro at lower part on back of  
 cover so that cover will go over seat bolsters. Make sure that the flap is folded back up   
 against the back of the seat and pull the cover all the way down so it goes over the top  
 of this flap. Pull down firmly.
4 Mark sure backrest covers are pulled down on shoulders of seat.
5 Push through excess flap at front of seat through to back between upper and lower seat.  
 VERY IMPORTANT: THE YELLOW WIRE IS THE AIRBAG ACTIVATION WIRE.  BE VERY CAREFUL  
 NOT TO DAMAGE THIS WIRE.
6 From behind the front seat, pull flap through to back, and then up firmly and re-attach Velcro  
 at the back plus any tabs from the side. Refit headrests.
7 On the back of the seat cover backrest is a flap with an elastic loop. Reattach the elastic  
 over the plastic hooks under the seat where the original elastic came off.
8 Place seat base cover over the front edge of the seat and position neatly on the seat base.

CONTINUED ON REVERSE...
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9 Push through the two back straps and excess cover to back of seat between upper  
 and lower seat.
10 From behind the front seat, pull straps and fabric through to back firmly.
11 After ensuring seat base is still neatly in position, attach front to back side release  
 buckles under seat.
12 Attach left to right side release buckles at front of seat base in between the plastic trim  
 and then repeat process with the Velcro strap in between plastic trim.
13 Where applicable, feed side straps down under sides of seat between the seat slider and  
 seat base and attach under seat, being careful not to interfere with seat sliding action.
14 Ensure seat cover is a neat fit all round and adjust if necessary.


